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“Take a pitcher full of water and set it down 
in the water – now it has water inside and 
water outside.  We mustn’t give it a name, 
lest silly people start talking again about the 
body and the soul.”           – Kabir Das 

“We are not human beings having a spiritual 
experience.  We are spiritual beings having a 
human experience.” 

- Teilhard de Chardin

“Breathe deeply and freely and think of the 
unseeable world of spirit around you as an 
ocean that carries you.” 

- Mark Nepo

“What do Ghosts dance to? 
Soul music.” 

- Readbeach
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Excerpt from the translation of the 8th chapter of the 
Yellow Emperor’s Classis of Internal Medicine 

titled Rooted in Spirit 

“But all is not lost.  The acupuncturist spoken of in the Lingshu (Yellow 
Emperor’s Classic) will help you disengage, by yourself, from your illness.  He will 
assist you by “interrogating the nest, questioning the breath”.  He will reach the 
root of life where “newness and aliveness” arrive from moment to moment. 

His hand sharpened and made precise by holding needles that he has chosen as a 
painter chooses his special brushes, the acupuncturist allows himself to be 
guided by his own Spirits.  He calls Heaven and Earth to the points where their 
meeting gives birth to life.  Thus, the perverse breaths, whose sole purpose is to 
distort more and more, are driven away, and the regular, orthodox breaths can 
regather.  The weakened essences that were ready to quit regain control of 

themselves.  The spirits that had left return, readjust 
the reins, and do not spare the horse. 
The patient forgets that he has been ill. He now basks in soft warmth and light.  
Liveliness bubbles up and pours forth.  The person, healthy again, has a relaxed 
face, a restful manner, and a joyful expression.  His step is alert, his gestures are 
quick but capable of restraint, his mind is lively but composed, his intent is 
sensible and open, and his will is ready for anything.  The renewal of a living 
being is manifested by the radiance of his Spirits. 

The complete teaching of this part of Rooted in spirit can be presented thus: 

For every needling the methods 
above all is not to miss the 

rooting in the spirits.” (p. 80 Rooted in Spirit) 
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The Ghost Point A-ha moment… 
I had a client that suffered terribly from depression and anxiety. She had been hospitalized multiple times, 
medicated into comas, checked for brain tumors.  She had had a vagal nerve implant surgically embedded 
in her chest in hopes of regulating her mood.  And, of course, she spent years and years in talk therapy.  
The pain was immobilizing.  Her thoughts were excruciating, intrusive and terrifying. 

She made some very good improvements with Energy Medicine treatments. She felt that the EM sessions 
were the only thing that ever really made an impact.  However, she did not find any deep and lasting relief 
– just fleeting moments of “ok-ness”.  These moments of lightness or “ok-ness” felt to her “like a cruel
tease”.  She felt like she was not able to “keep the gift of healing” she would experience in those moment.
She said she always had to “give the healing back”.

Then one session, as she felt one of those periods of “ok-ness” begin to fade, she asked me if I thought 
she was possessed by evil spirits.  She could not understand why her sadistic father’s voice was still in her 
head. She had not seen or spoken to him in over 40 years.  Why did she still suffer so after all she learned 
about her traumas and all she had done to heal.  She said she felt haunted.  

This was my introduction to The Song of the 13 Ghost Points.

I knew that Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) texts spoke often about possession.  I knew there were 
ancient protocols that treated possession.  However, everything I studied from modern day acupuncture 
practitioners about these protocols for possession – the vibe was that the TCM treatments for possession 
were thought to be simply the ancients trying to understand/describe mental illness.  The Ghost Points 
protocols were largely dismissed by TCM NOT Ancient Chinese Medicine (ACM)*. The thinking being 
that the ancients just did not have the modern diagnostic tools and/or language to discuss what they 
observed 5000 years ago. 

This class returns to a most ancient of all point protocols called the Song of the 13 Ghost Points.  The 
modern application of these points, using the tool of kinesiology, has become a key element in the 
successful management for many troubling and confusing cases.  The 13 Ghost Point Protocol, combined 
with the Spirit Point Protocol, have become my go to techniques when I find other protocols lacking. I 
apply them to help cultivate deeper connection to a client’s body and intuition.   

Ghost points are said to help a soul find their place in the cosmos.  

They lend insight in the treatment of mental and emotional conditions.  Ghost point protocols help the 
client regain clarity and to move forward in new and revitalizing ways. 

This was the effect of the Ghost Point Protocol on my dear client all those years ago – she found her place 
in the cosmos and found clarity and was able to move forward in revitalizing ways.  It was wonderful. 

*Thanks to Mao Tse-Tung, the Chairman of the People’s Republic of China 1949 to 1976 – the discussion of Spirits and Ghosts in Chinese Medicine were
dismissed as superstitious.  Considered anti-intellectual, amongst the officially atheist ruling party, most, if not all, of the references to Spirit and Ghosts 
were eradicated from the study of Chinese medicine.  Because of this alteration of the translations – the initials TCM which denote Traditional Chinese 
Medicine are deceptive.  They do NOT infer ancient or traditional – but instead are post Mao/1949.  ACM – for Ancient Chinese Medicine has come to be 
the term I am using when I discuss original translations centuries before the texts were altered by Mao’s regime.
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Ghost Point History Lesson
“Ghost Points offer the opportunity to release your real or figurative ghosts, 
whatever has an overpowering hold on you, preventing you from connecting to 
your truth and essence.”   -- Dr. Lauren Dyer, OMD 

Sun Si Miao - King of Medicine – 581-682 

Sun Si Miao, famous physician and herbalist of the Sui and Tang dynasty.  He was a practitioner 
of Taoism and integrated it with Buddhism and Confucianism. Besides The Song of the 13 
Ghost Points, he was the author of many texts. His works are considered encyclopedic in their 
contribution to Chinese Medicine.  From ethics to herbs to medical compassion to what is known 
as the Chinese Hippocratic Oath – Sun Si Miao shaped Chinese Medicine. Still - to date – his 
works are considered required reading for all practitioners of Chinese Medicine. 

Sun lived to be 101 years old, and after his death, he was posthumously granted the titles of King 
of Medicine and Perfected Master.  He was deified by the Taoist religious community and 
venerated as a god of medicine and healing due to his almost superhuman contributions to 
Chinese medical knowledge and his moral principles on patient care. 
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Is it Ghosts or is it Muscous? 
The translation of the word Gui is ghost… but is it also translated by some to mean “excess 
phlegm”.  Sun Si Miao believed phlegm to be the medium by which ghosts took residence in the 
body.  

Phlegm or mucous, in modern acupuncture practices today, is considered a pathogenic substance 
that forms from emotional stress, excess physical overwork, poor diet, drugs and inflammation.  
Just about everything that makes us sick and miserable is a form of phlegm.   

Phlegm can be both material and ethereal.  There is visible phlegm and there is invisible 
phlegm.  

When phlegm is dense in a physical form, it can be tangible like snot from a bad cold.  Chinese 
medicine practitioners also consider obesity, cysts, plaque - like heart disease, or brain plaque 
like in Alzheimer’s, or even plaque on your teeth - to be a form of visible phlegm.    

Phlegm, in ACM, can also be invisible.  Phlegm can “cloud the spirit of the heart”.  The spirit of 
the heart is called Shen. 

Shen governs our consciousness.  Consciousness might be defined as how we perceive and 
interact with the world around us.  If the Shen is disturbed, folks feel out of character, don’t 
feel like themselves, lose sight of their purpose and life’s dreams.  This is called “The Path 
of the Clouded Spirit”.

Shen disharmonies create difficulties in letting go of past hurts.  Shame and guilt are carried for 
years and often manifest themselves in ways we moderns would call mental health issues. 

A Clouded Shen can also appear in those who lack direction or struggle with agonizing 
indecision or heartache or a perpetual sense of loss and longing.  There also can be a deep-seated 
fear of expressing one’s most authentic self.   

This all affects the Heart and the Shen/Spirit and Clouds the Spirit. 

So, the question:   is it Ghosts or is it Mucous?  Really, we are just talking about all the ways the 
body absorbs injury of any kind – invisible and visible.  Phlegm is the bodies’ reaction to 
invasion.  Whether it is a bacterium from that tuna salad in the cafeteria or intrusive thoughts 
from a difficult childhood – the body creates phlegm in response to those things, ALL the things, 
we cannot metabolize and transmute and release and those injuries get stored as phlegm in the 
body. 
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The 13 Ghost Points  
in their Trinity Form 
1st Trinity 
GV 26 – Ghost Palace 
Associated with inheritance of ancestral genetics, as well as human legacy. 
LU 11 – Ghost Faith 
Associated with the World – worldly affairs and responsibilities 
SP 1 – Eye of the Ghost 
Associated with Earth – one’s body. 

2nd Trinity  
GV 16 – Ghost Pillow 
Deals with flexibility and ability to adapt to change. 
PC 7 – Ghost Heart 
Deals with material desires 
BL 62 – Ghost Path 
Deals with how you walk into - deal – with your world and your constitution. 

3rd Trinity  
CN 24 – Ghost Market 
Deals with one’s ability to appreciate one’s own resources – one’s Yin. 
ST 6 – Ghost Bed 
Deals with being able to objectively look at suffering and not ignore it AND not internalize it. 
PC 8 – Ghost Cave 
Fire of Fire – deals with acknowledging your true passion in life. 

4th Trinity 
GV 23 – Ghost Hall 
About embracing the self as was.  
LI 11 Ghost Leg 
Earth of Metal – deals with the world as a reflection of self – you are responsible for your own 
emotion, outlook, and over-all place in society 
CN 1 Ghost Store 
About embracing the self as is. 
. 

Yin Tang. – 3rd Eye Point 
Deals with Enlightenment 
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Cerebral Spinal Fluid 

“And the spirit of God moved on the face waters.”  
Genesis 1:2 

Fast Facts on Cerebral Spinal Fluid 
The Elixir of Life 
From my man – Dr. Mauro Zappaterra, MD, PhD 

Ancestral seawater is Cerebral Spinal Fluid 
Cerebral Spinal Fluid – the Medium of the Spirit 
151 milliliter inside brain, covering brain, in and our cerebral spinal cord 
151 ml is equivalent to about half a can of pop 
Every day it turns over – new CSF - about four times 
That means we make 500 ml  of CSF– or half a liter of pop – every day. 
Embryonic brains are teeny– floating in comparatively ginormous pools of cerebral spinal fluid 
Cerebral Spinal Fluid creates a niche for stem cells 
Tibetan Book of Living and Dying = meditation to transfer your consciousness to the Buddha 
consciousness on death bed – indications are a softening of the fontanel or a drip of a clear fluid 
that emanates from the top of the head. 
3rd Ventricle – midline between ears on front of skull that is a CSF fluid filled space  
3rd Ventricle – medical term – esoteric term 3rd Eye 
Just in front of 3rd Ventricle is the Pituitary Gland  
Just behind the 3rd Ventricle is the Pineal Gland 
Both these glands are contacting the 3rd Ventricle 
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The 3rd Ventricle goes up into all the ventricles of the brain and the extension of the entire spinal 
cord. 
Meanings of the heads of the caduceus is that they come together at the 3rd Eye 
One head of the snake represents the pituitary gland – the other head represents the pineal and 
the center – the cerebral spinal cord. 
Ida, Pingala & Sushma 
Meeting in the center of the 3rd Ventricle 
Eye of the Soul 
Crystal Palace 
Cave of Brahma 
Physical sensation of the I AM – our beingness at that space 
Cerebral spinal fluid bathing the brain as we understand it – does not have to communicate via 
synapses – 
Communication in the brain is done non-synoptically. 
So the idea of a chain reaction of movement of communication in the brain does not belong to 
CFS.   
The CFS just is and communicates that because it is in all places of the brain and spine at once. 
Nisargadatta said the fluids come together and the I AM appears 
Dimethyltryptamine - DMT – released during birth death and lucid dreaming floats freely in CSF 

CSF Structure can be changed by nutrition, injury, sleep 

CSF is in constant flux… turning it over throughout the day… constantly making new 

CSF contacting neurons – starfish – eels – the neurons that are contacting the starfish or the eel 
in the ocean salt water are the same neurons that are contacting the CSF in humans 

CSF is our internal ocean. 

CSF and sea water are essentially the same. 

CSF comes from … when we are embryo there is the amniotic fluid.   
As you start to develop, our flat embryo dives down into the amniotic fluid and it folds up on 
us… picks up amniotic fluid and folds it over us again creating a hollow tube.   
This tube becomes the spinal cord. 
The amniotic fluid fills the hollow tube and becomes the CSF.   
Brain tissue releases cerebral spinal fluid – within the interstitial cells, that give rise to CSF.  
The four primary Choroid Plexus of the brain is where is CSF produced. 
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The Root of Life

“The Soul swims in the Cerebral Spinal Fluid.” 
– Dr. Randolph Stone

The spinal cord finishes at the top of the lumbar spine approximately L1/L2 ‘ish. 
Between L2’ish and the end of the spinal column at S5, there are nerves only. 
This is because the body grows more quickly than the spinal cord, and the spinal 
cord ends up shorter than the spinal column. 

The gathering of nerves between L2’ish and S5 are called the Cauda Equina. It is 
said to resemble a horse's tail.   Cauda Equina is Latin for Horses Tail. 

The space between L2 through S5, the Cauda Equina/Horses Tail – is also 
referred to as the Lumbar Cistern.  

The Lumbar Cistern is a pooling of Cerebral Spinal Fluid.  
The nerves of the Cauda Equina/Horses Tail free float and are bathed in the CSF. 
The nerves of the Cauda Equina sway and pulse in a seaweed like motion. 

Cerebrospinal fluid is saltwater that's made inside the four main ventricles of the brain. It 
flows around the brain and spinal cord, cushioning them. It also sends nutrients to the brain 
and takes away waste. Then  the CFS is absorbed into the bloodstream, and new, fresh CSF 
takes its place. 
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“Cerebrospinal fluid has a very limited compressibility and as far as the laws of physics are 
concerned, behaves like water.  Indeed, it is 99 percent water.  Cerebrospinal fluid’s specific 
gravity is 1,003-1,008, the same as seawater, from whence, in an evolutionary sense, it 
came. The body itself can be considered 90 percent seawater, and just as open to the tidal, 
fluid forces of sun, moon and stars. Statistically speaking the brain is about 95 percent 
water.  The reciprocal tension membrane helps stabilize and ‘ground” this watery medium 
while giving it elasticity… The cerebrospinal fluid buoys up the brain effectively reducing 
brain weight at any one bony point…the brain floats in a miniature spherical ocean” (p.184 
Milne). 
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“The Cerebrospinal fluid seems to act as a storage field and a conveyor for the ultrasonic 
and light energies.”                                    -Dr. Randolph Stone 
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The Haunting… 

“Haunting: remaining in the consciousness; not quickly 
forgotten.”    -- Dictionary.com 

So what is a Ghost anyway in ACM terms? 

Most contemporary ACM practitioners, perusing any of the ancient texts, have 
assumed it must be mental health issues that the ancients were examining when 
they read bits and ditties on say Gui Syndrome.  It has been assumed, and 
summarily often dismissed, when the ancients discussed ghosts it was how they 
described psychotic breaks, or manic depression, schizophrenia, or any aberrant 
behavior.  Ghosts and possession were the ancient’s language for describing 
mental health issues. 

However, it is NOT that you have ghosts possessing you – it is not that you 
are haunted.  

The most amazing -smack - my -forehead - moment came on p. 80 of Rooted In 
Spirit. The most ancient of translations by Larre & Rochat de la Valle – explain 
that Ghosts are not something has come in and taken over – quite the contrary.  
It is that when the Spirits that are necessary to our life here on earth – are 
inaccessible – that we feel like we are crazy.  Sprits meaning our Shen – our 
ancestors – our collective wisdoms from all our life’s, from all our ancestors 
stored in our DNS. Those things that give us life and meaning and connection 
have been covered in mucous.  The most vital parts of our being have become 
slimed with phlegm. 
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The Spirits become Ghosts when the Sprits become covered in phlegm.  

A Ghost is Spirit covered in mucous.  Seriously.  It’s a thang. 

So let’s split some semantical hairs here to understand the difference between 
Ghosts and Spirits.  

We are swimming in Spirit.  We ARE spirit. Everything that we do, say, connect 
with is also Spirit.  When our bodies encounter anything that is overwhelming 
our bodies produce phlegm. So too our SPIRIT.  When our Spirit 
becomes overwhelmed, we get phlegm.   

Just like when we eat something that we cannot metabolize, transmute and 
transport… say like Drano.  If someone, anyone, swallows Drano that magnificent 
body will line the digestive track from the tip of your tongue to the end of your 
bumm hole with mucous in a nano second.  

The mucous – this phlegm – is a brilliant defense mechanism designed to protect 
you from absorbing that poison as best it can.  

Our bodies build a wall of sticky thick mucous in the hopes that our body will 
absorb the minimal amount of poison and that the rest of that poison – well it will 
just be eliminated with marginal influence. 

So, to further clarify:  a Ghost is just a Spirit that 
has been slimmed. 
We are overwhelmed with a Tsunami of incoming environmental data, to say the 
least. If this data is perhaps too toxic, or too disturbing, or we are perhaps too 
young, or we are too stressed, or it is too much to be able to digest and assimilate 
all that is coming at us, our bodies produce phlegm to protect us.  

We produce both visible and invisible phlegm to try to slow things down to a 
crawl. We slow things down to try to catch up.  We muck things us because it 
might be too painful to process in the moment.  But it is ALL and ONLY about our 
abilities to digest, transmute and transport incoming environmental data.  
Nothing bad has come to roost – it is just energy that we cannot 
digest and assimilate – or DO NOT want to digest and assimilate (aka
Drano). 

This phlegm can cover our brains – it can create plaque in our psyche, our 
intellect, our good nature, our sense of humor.  The ACM practitioners called it 
“Fog Misting the Mind”. 
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Everything old is new again 

“…he will reach the root of life where ‘newness and 
aliveness’ arrive from moment to moment…”   

-- From the Classic Yellow Emperor, Chapter 8 – Rooted in Spirit 

The Song of the 13 Ghost Points Protocol is how we reach deep into “…the root of life where 
newness and aliveness arrive from moment to moment.”  Any cranial sacral therapist will tell 
you this renewal happens about 6 to 8 times a minute… or it should.  The CSF wants to travel 
from the base of the Sacrum to the forebrain about 6 to 8 times a minute. 

“The CSF circulation comprises not only a directed flow of CSF, but in addition a 

pulsatile to and fro movement throughout the entire brain with local fluid 

exchange between blood, interstitial fluid, and CSF. Astrocytes, aquaporins, and 

other membrane transporters are key elements in brain water and CSF 

homeostasis. A continuous bidirectional fluid exchange at the blood brain barrier 

produces flow rates, which exceed the choroidal CSF production rate by far. The 

CSF circulation around blood vessels penetrating from the subarachnoid space 

into the Virchow Robin spaces provides both a drainage pathway for the 

clearance of waste molecules from the brain and a site for the interaction of the 

systemic immune system with that of the brain. Important physiological 
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functions, for example the regeneration of the brain during sleep, may depend on 

CSF circulation” (p. 11 Brinker). 

Those are really smart people just saying that the CSF needs to move. 

They are also saying that when the movement slows or stalls, we have trouble 
delivering to our brain feel good hormones like melatonin and dopamine. 

When the CSF slows our metabolic brain waste builds up – and we have 
trouble clearing the brain of metabolic waste.  This leaves mucous in the brain 
that forms plaque. 

This is where the sensation of “crazy” comes from.  Mucous in the brain. 

So many of the remedies are already in your EEM tool box. 

Spinal Flushes 
Crown Pulls 
Exercise 
Holding Neural Vasculars 
Rubbing Neural Lymphatics 
The Daily Energy Routine 
Electrical Work 
Spooning your feet 
All the yada, yadas.. 

Movement of any kind will prompt the ‘newness and aliveness” of the CSF. 
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Ghost Points: Conduits for DMT 

“It may be that DMT makes us able to perceive what the 
physicist call "dark matter" - the 95 per cent of the 
universe's mass that is known to exist but that at present 
remains invisible to our senses and instruments.” 

-- Graham Norton 

Detectable N-Dimethyltryptamine DMT found in 
Cerebral Spinal Fluid believed to be produced 
endogenously in the pineal gland.  -- Urban 
dictionary  

“The discovery of DMT in the human body 
stimulated much less fanfare than that of 
endorphins.  Anti-psychedelic-drug sentiment 
sweeping the USA at the time actually turned 
researchers against studying endogenous DMT. 
The discovers of endorphins, in contrast, won 
Noble Prizes” (Strassman). 

“Scientists	have	discovered	DMT,	the	Class	A	hallucinogenic,	naturally	occurs	in	the	
body,	and	may	contain	a	clue	to	what	happens	when	we	die	and	why	people	see	
fairies”	(Christie).	
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Song of the 13 Ghost Points Protocol 

Guidelines 

Do the Quickie Energy Balancer – BIG emphasis on Spinal Flush. 
Have client do Crown Pull 
Have client suck their thumb 

Use the Ghost Points only in the Trinities - plus 3rd Eye - while 
doing this protocol.  It’s about the contextual relationship 
between the points that makes this so powerful. 

Start with the 1st Trinity in first session… don’t skip around. 
You can progress with the 2nd, 3rd & 4th – but be sure to do, 
initially, in order 1-4. 
The Trinities build on each other like a math problem. 

Doing only one Ghost Point session about every 4 to 6 weeks on 
same client. 
You can repeat a Trinity again if you think it helpful. 
Repeat as many times as you think are helpful – at whatever point 
in the 1-4 you might be - but don’t move onto the others without 
the previous Trinities. 

If you have done all four of the Trinities – you can go back and do 
the Trinities in any order you may think helpful… just make sure 
they have had the progression from 1 to 4 before you begin to mix 
it up. 

Don’t mix Ghost Points – keep the Trinities together. 
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Pretests 

Make sure all 3 points, bilaterally, are regular -this does not 
include the 3rd Eye. 
Do they need a Fix? 
Fix it. 
Re-test. 
Good. 

Then test all 3 points, bilaterally, for vitality with a 3-finger notch. 
Do they need a Fix? 
Fix it. 
Re-test. 
Good. 

Then touch all 3 points on left side of body very briefly and touch 
the 3rd Eye. 
Test. 

Then touch all 3 points on right side of body very briefly and 
touch the 3rd Eye. 
Test. 

Likely – when the Ghost Point Protocols is warranted – you will 
find that those points you just fixed for regularity and vitality – 
when joined in relationship – then will test weak and the 3rd 
Eye will test weak too. 

They may all be just fine stand-alone. 
It’s the relationship between the points that we are interested in.  
This is about getting them to talk to each other. 
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The Process 

Start on left side 

You will be making 3 loops 
bilaterally 
of the 3 points 
always ending at 3rd Eye. 

Go in the order of the points as they are listed 

1st Trinity Process 

GV 26 + LU 11 + SP1 + SP1 + LU11 + GV26 = 3rd EYE 

Hold together on left side 
GV 26 & LU11 
For about 2 to 5 minutes 

Let go of GV 26 
Hang onto LU 11 

Hold together 
LU 11 & SP1 
For about 2 to 5 minutes 
Let go of LU 11 
Hang onto left side’s SP1 

Hold together 
Left side’s SP1 & Right side’s SP1 
For about 2 to 5 minutes 
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Let go of left side’s SP1 
Hang onto right side’s SP1 

Hold together  
Left side’s SP1 with right side’s LU 11 
For about 2 to 5 minutes 

Let go of SP 1 
Hang onto LU 11 

Hold together 
LU 11 with GV26 
For about 2 to 5 minutes 

Repeat the circle two more times. 
Three circles in all 

Then test the points together and see if they are strong in 
relationship. 

Then test the 3rd Eye. 
Successful if all the points hold together in relationship and 
the 3rd Eye is strong/open too. 

The process is the same for all the Trinities. 

2nd Trinity Process 
GV 16 + PC7 + BL62 + BL 62 + PC7 + GV16 = 3rd Eye 

3rd Trinity Process 
CN 24 + ST 6 + PC 8 + PC 8 + ST 6 + CN24 = 3rd Eye
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4th Trinity Process 
GV 23 + LI 11 + CN 1 + LI 11 + GV 23 = 3rd Eye 

The 13 Ghost Points  
in their Trinity Form 
1st Trinity 
GV 26 – Ghost Palace 
Associated with inheritance of ancestral genetics, as well as human legacy. 
LU 11 – Ghost Faith 
Associated with the World – worldly affairs and responsibilities 
SP 1 – Eye of the Ghost 
Associated with Earth – one’s body. 

2nd Trinity  
GV 16 – Ghost Pillow 
Deals with flexibility and ability to adapt to change. 
PC 7 – Ghost Heart 
Deals with material desires 
BL 62 – Ghost Path 
Deals with how you walk into - deal – with your world and your constitution. 

3rd Trinity  
CN 24 – Ghost Market 
Deals with one’s ability to appreciate one’s own resources – one’s Yin. 
ST 6 – Ghost Bed 
Deals with being able to objectively look at suffering and not ignore it AND not internalize it. 
PC 8 – Ghost Cave 
Fire of Fire – deals with acknowledging your true passion in life. 

4th Trinity 
GV 23 – Ghost Hall 
About embracing the self as was.  
LI 11 Ghost Leg 
Earth of Metal – deals with the world as a reflection of self – you are responsible for your own 
emotion, outlook, and over-all place in society 
CN 1 Ghost Store 
About embracing the self as is. 
. 

Yin Tang. – 3rd Eye Point 
Deals with Enlightenment
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Ghost Point Locations 

1st Trinity 
GV 26 – Ghost Palace 
Associated with inheritance of ancestral genetics, as well as human legacy. 

LU 11 – Ghost Faith 
Associated with the World – worldly affairs and responsibilities 

SP 1 – Eye of the Ghost 
Associated with Earth – one’s body. 
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2nd Trinity 
GV 16 – Ghost Pillow 
Deals with flexibility and ability to adapt to change. 

PC 7 – Ghost Heart 
Deals with material desires 

BL 62 – Ghost Path 
Deals with how you walk into - deal – with your world and your constitution. 
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3rd Trinity 
CN 24 – Ghost Market 
Deals with one’s ability to appreciate one’s own resources – one’s Yin. 

ST 6 – Ghost Bed 
Deals with being able to objectively look at suffering and not ignore it AND not internalize it. 

PC 8 – Ghost Cave 
Fire of Fire – deals with acknowledging your true passion in life. 
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4th Trinity 

GV 23 – Ghost Hall 
About embracing the self as was. 

LI 11 Ghost Leg 
Earth of Metal – deals with the world as a reflection of self – you are responsible for your own 
emotion, outlook, and over-all place in society 

CN 1 Ghost Store 
About embracing the self as is. 

Yin Tang. – 3rd Eye Point 
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    About Sara Allen, PhD, EEM-AP… 

Dr. Sara is a doctorate level holistic health practitioner.  She has studied extensively food as medicine as well as supplemental 

& herbal medicine.  Her specialty is a particular self-brand of energy medicine – best described as a combination of ancient 

Chinese and East Indian modalities that are systematized via energy kinesiology.  She is deeply skilled in Eden Energy Medicine, 

Pranic Healing, Touch for Health, EFT, Advanced Psych-K, Animal Energy Medicine, and she just cannot stop talking about the 

fascinating world of German New Medicine.  

Dr. Sara is a certified trainer in Leadership Effectiveness Training, better known by its acronym L.E.T., with Gordon Training 

International.  LET is a Rogerian based system of communicating and understanding the complex world of feelings and needs.  

It is a beautiful and versatile tool that enables practitioners to gently tease out and discern the root emotions causing 

conflicts within the psyche and in relationships.  Dr. Allen also teaches LET skills in the corporate world to ease conflict and 

enhance productivity in the work place.  She also teaches P.E.T. – Parent Effectiveness Training to anyone raising humans.  

PET teaches skills to parents and children to create peace, cooperation and individuation between parents and the children 

who are raising them.  

Dr. Sara has a private energy medicine practice in Asheville, NC.  She is  senior/founding faculty at the Eden Energy Medicine 

School .  Dr. Sara also sits on faculty at the European Energy Medicine School in London.  She is the Educational Director for 

the Central Region Eden School in Chicago and runs the Eden Fundamentals Program in Asheville, NC. 

Dr. Sara’s training, and over 20,000 hours of clinical experience, have resulted in a masterful blend of skill and intuitive 

understanding of the client’s needs.  She also understands the practitioner’s needs.  As a result, she is in high demand as a 

mentor to the advanced energy medicine student. Her experience and success create outstanding classroom experiences for 

both the novice and advanced student/practitioner.   

 www.goodforyouenterprises.com  drsara@goodforyouenterrpises.com 
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Disclaimer: 
 

This course (video and supporting handout) is not intended as a substitute for the 
medical recommendations of physicians or other licensed healthcare providers.  Rather, 
it is intended to offer information to help the viewer cooperate with physicians and 
health professionals in a mutual quest for optimum well-being.  

 

Note:  Energy Medicine stimulates innate health-promoting mechanisms that restore the 
body's natural state of well-being.  It does not attempt to diagnose, treat, or cure illness.  

Copyright Good For You Enterprises.  All rights reserved. 

No part of this publication (Video or handout) may be reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other 
electronic or mechanical methods, without prior written permission of the producer 
Holistic Energy.  For permission requests, contact www.holistic.energy. 

Course (Video & Handout) 
Ordering Information: 

 

Thank you for purchasing this course (video and supporting handout).  Your purchase 
enables the research, design, filming, production, storage, and distribution of these 
courses.  With your continued support, we will continue to capture and distribute more 
classes for your enjoyment and learning.  

Additional copies of this class (videos with supporting handout) can be purchased by 
contacting Holistic Energy @ Tel: (773) 418-0023 or visit  www.Holistic.Energy 
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